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Abstract
Laser-ablation inductively coupled-plasma mass spectrometry (LA-ICPMS) is an established
method of analyzing the elemental composition of individual fluid inclusions in minerals. While the
method affords good spatial control of ablation pits, we have found that stray light from the UV (193
nm) laser may permanently modify the gas species in adjacent fluid inclusions. We have used Raman
spectroscopy to analyze natural fluid inclusions in quartz before and after ablating test pits. New
molecular species (CO, H2, and O2) appeared in the vapor phases of inclusions near the pits, resulting in complex, disequilibrium gas mixtures (e.g., CO2-CH4-H2O-CO-H2-O2) and formation of iron
oxyhydroxides in brine inclusions. Ablation for 40 s with a laser fluence of ~24 J/cm2 on the sample
produced the new gas species in inclusions at various distances up to 210 µm from the pits, depending
on pit diameter. We attribute the changes in gas speciation to molecular photodissociation induced by
stray UV-laser light. We have no evidence that this artifact changes the bulk elemental composition
or density of the affected inclusions. The problem for fluid inclusion analysis is that phase-transition
temperatures (e.g., clathrate hydrate dissociation, partial homogenization of the carbonic phases, and
total homogenization) are highly sensitive to the mixture of gas species present. This means that parameters such as gas compositions, bulk salinity, and minimum entrapment temperatures are likely to
be misinterpreted if inclusions are analyzed by microthermometry or Raman spectroscopy in samples
that have already undergone laser ablation.
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Introduction
Laser-ablation inductively coupled-plasma mass spectrometry
(LA-ICPMS) has become a popular tool to determine major and
trace elements in individual fluid inclusions in minerals (Heinrich
et al. 2003). The method is destructive but it offers unparalleled
sensitivity and access to a huge range of detectable elements.
Quantification of the results requires prior microthermometric
determination of the bulk salinity of the inclusions. Although
ablation with high-energy UV lasers affords exceptional spatial
resolution, some side effects are known to occur outside the
immediate volume of the ablated pits. For example, during
analysis it is often observed that the vapor phase of inclusions
close to the ablation spot is physically split into several bubbles.
While the laser beam is on, the bubbles vibrate independently
but when ablation stops the bubbles coalesce after a few minutes
and the inclusion returns to its original state. Another example is
the formation of specks and aggregates of fine-grained, brown
solids in brine inclusions. These observations demonstrate that
LA-ICPMS has some influence on inclusions in the vicinity of the
ablation spot, but it is generally assumed that their composition
remains unaltered. However, during routine analysis of aqueous
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inclusions in quartz we have found irreversible changes in the
chemical speciation of the vapor phase in inclusions adjacent to
the ablation pit. Failure to recognize such artifacts could lead to
quite erroneous interpretations of the affected inclusions if they
are investigated by microthermometry or Raman spectroscopy
after an LA-ICPMS analytical session.
The purpose of this article is to describe these new observations and to alert fluid inclusion researchers to the problems
that may arise. We report the results of simple experiments in
which Raman spectroscopy was used to analyze the vapor phase
of inclusions near ablation pits, before and after laser ablation.
The results provide insight into the cause of the modifications
and a first-order estimate of their spatial extent.

Samples for analysis
The samples used in this study are hydrothermal quartz crystals from an orogenic gold deposit at Brusson, northwest Italian
Alps (Diamond 1990), and from a porphyry Cu-Au deposit at
Rosia Poieni, Romania (e.g., Kouzmanov et al. 2004; Milu et
al. 2004). The crystals were cut along the c axis and prepared
as doubly polished sections of about 1 mm thickness. Three
compositional types of fluid inclusions were analyzed. First,
low-XCO2 carbonic inclusions from the Brusson locality, as previously described by Diamond (1990). At room temperature these
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